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The Exciting Conclusion to  
Tracie Peterson’s Brides of Seattle Series

• Peterson’s thorough research brings historic Seattle, Washington, to life

• Readers can count on a strong spiritual message in every Peterson novel

• Tracie pens a suspenseful and satisfying finale to her latest series

Abrianna Cunningham has always viewed her longtime friend, Wade Ackerman, as
a protective brother. Lately, however, she’s begun to see him differently and finds
herself attracted romantically to him. But she’s confused and overwhelmed by these
unfamiliar feelings.

Wade, on the other hand, has loved Abrianna for some time and has been waiting for 
her to realize they are more than just friends. When he asks her to marry him, she asks 
for time to adjust to their changed relationship.

And then there’s Priam Welby, who has been relentlessly pursuing Abrianna. Will his
underhanded tactics succeed in luring Abrianna into marriage with him?

“Peterson is a long-time fixture on Christian market bestseller lists  
with her more than 100 novels, and this second in the  

Lone Star BrideS series will add to her shelf of successes.”

—Publishers Weekly on A Moment in Time

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Tracie Peterson is the bestselling, award-winning author of more than 100 novels. 
Tracie also teaches writing workshops at a variety of conferences on subjects such 
as inspirational romance and historical research. She and her family live in  
Belgrade, Montana. Learn more at traciepeterson.com.
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